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Controllable morphology of flux avalanches in microstructured superconductors
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The morphology of abrupt bursts of magnetic flux into superconducting films with engineered periodic pinning
centers (antidots) has been investigated. Guided flux avalanches of thermomagnetic origin develop a treelike
structure, with the main trunk perpendicular to the borders of the sample, while secondary branches follow well-
defined directions determined by the geometrical details of the underlying periodic pinning landscape. Strikingly,
we demonstrate that in a superconductor with relatively weak random pinning the morphology of such flux
avalanches can be fully controlled by proper combinations of lattice symmetry and antidot geometry. Moreover,
the resulting flux patterns can be reproduced, to the finest details, by simulations based on a phenomenological
thermomagnetic model. In turn, this model can be used to predict such complex structures and to estimate
physical variables of more difficult experimental access, such as the local values of temperature and electric
field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The breakdown of a dielectric medium, with its typical
dendritic electrostatic discharge, and the permanent damage
left by a fracture propagating through a piece of material
constitute a pair of examples of complex physical systems
decaying suddenly from a high-energy to a lower-energy
metastable state. As such, these phenomena share several
common points, including (i) an extremely fast propagation;
(ii) branching expansion, typically with ramifications avoiding
each other; and (iii) an inherent irreproducibility, with no pref-
erential paths. Strikingly similar features can be observed when
magnetic-flux avalanches of thermomagnetic origin invade a
superconducting film. Such avalanches consist of an abrupt
propagation of a superconductor-normal interface, leaving
behind a trail of overheated material. Such an interface rushes
deeper into the sample in an attempt to establish the lowest-
energy state, for which flux distribution should be smooth
throughout the system. The supersonic propagation of these
fronts can exceed by several orders of magnitude the typical
speed of individual flux quanta [1]. For this reason, one cannot
expect to draw meaningful predictions about evolution and
shape of avalanches by simply extrapolating the dynamics of
individual quantized superconducting vortices.

Although the physics behind the propagation of cracks,
dielectric breakdowns, and flux avalanches have been ex-
tensively studied in uniform media [2–7], little is known
about the pattern formation in the case of periodic variations
in the properties of the host material. In particular, one
can then pose the question as to whether the morphology
of flux avalanches is reflecting microscopic properties of
the matrix or, inversely, if by introducing modulations on

the material properties one would be able to impose a
particular shape to the ubiquitous multibranching splitting
of avalanches. It follows then that findings in the domain of
flux avalanches will bring about implications to other complex
systems with which this problem shares the above-discussed
similarities.

Microstructured thin superconducting films are unrivaled
toy-model systems to study avalanches, in view of their
simplified two-dimensional structures, which facilitate the
fabrication of the sample, and the fact that the experiment
can be carried out repeatedly on the very same system
without physical consequences to the material. Let us now
have a closer look at the current understanding of these
phenomena. In superconducting materials, the flow of electric
currents is typically inhomogeneously distributed, being more
concentrated at the borders, owing to the finite magnetic
penetration depth. In the ideal case of a superconducting film
with perfectly flat borders, vortices are able to nucleate and
cross the surface barriers once the current density at the edge
approaches the depairing current [8,9]. A different situation
emerges if the current streamlines at the edge are forced to
depart from their rectilinear trajectory, for instance in order to
circumvent a nonsuperconducting object or follow the contour
of the sample [10,11]. Under these circumstances, current
streamlines conglomerate at the sharp bends they encounter
on their path, thus leading to local magnifications of the
current density [12,13]. This so-called current crowding effect,
relevant when no vortices—or only a few of them—are present
in microscopic samples, has been recently recognized [14] to
cause, in corner shaped superconducting microstrips, an asym-
metric vortex dynamics, allowing for preferential penetration
from the inner concave angle of the strip.
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A similar asymmetry in the flux penetration in corner
shaped samples is also present at the macroscopic level, as
recently demonstrated using magneto-optical (MO) imag-
ing [15]. In this limit, it is possible to accurately model
the flux dynamics by nonlocal electrodynamics, appropriate
for thin-film geometry, which has proven to reproduce, to
the finest details, the experimental observations regarding
all peculiarities of flux penetration. These simulations have
also shown that the electric field is much more intense at the
concave corner than anywhere else in the film, a sign of the
occurrence of an intensive flux transport through that spot.

It is thus clear that concave corners in a superconducting
film are preferential spots for flux penetration, irrespective of
the sample size, both in the microscopic as well as in the
macroscopic domain. In addition, since high electric fields
are known to trigger thermomagnetic avalanches [6,16,17],
it is thus likely that thin superconductors with concave
corners are far more susceptible to the occurrence of such
dramatic events than specimens with convex corners or without
corners at all. Notice that this concept applies equally to
a superconductor with a square hole filled with flux: if the
magnetic pressure pushes the flux trapped in the hole to invade
the superconducting frame, it would thus have preferential
directions, defined by the inner corners. In circular rings, in
contrast, no preferential directions would exist.

In this work we demonstrate that the existence of such
preferential directions is an essential ingredient defining the
morphology of catastrophic flux avalanches in superconduc-
tors with periodic arrays of holes [antidots (ADs)]. In order to
provide unambiguous evidence of these effects we fabricated
thin films of Nb and Mo79Ge21 containing identical square
arrays of holes, with the particularity that one half of the film
is decorated with square holes, whereas the other half has
circular holes. Currents circulating around rounded holes do
not give rise to preferential directions for flux movement, and
avalanches taking place in such systems should follow the
symmetry of the antidot lattice, i.e., paths forming treelike
structures with secondary branches at 90◦ of the main trunk.
In contrast to that, square holes in a square lattice induce
the so-called Christmas Tree morphology, with secondary
branches making angles of 45◦ with the main trunk.

As a matter of fact, avalanches with secondary branches at
90◦ of the main bole have been reported by Vlasko-Vlasov
et al. [18], Menghini et al. [19], and Motta et al. [20].
The observations described in the first of those papers also
include 45◦ branching, a case which was treated theoretically
by Aranson et al. [21]. In the existing literature, however,
no attempt has been made to associate the form of those
guided avalanches to the geometrical details of the underlying
pinning landscape, i.e., lattice symmetry and AD geometry.
This paper reveals the intimate relationship existing between
those features, an account of which was so far missing in the
literature.

Although anisotropic vortex distributions have also been
reported in the smooth penetration regime of superconducting
films with periodic arrays of antidots [22–24], the present
results should not be seen as a straightforward extension
of that work, since abrupt flux avalanches involve a propa-
gating interface separating a superconducting region from a
nonsuperconducting domain, which is locally heated above

the critical temperature. In other words, a far more complex
behavior than simple vortex hopping dynamics needs to be
taken into account in the case of flux avalanches.

It is worth mentioning that, having chosen Nb and
Mo79Ge21, which have superconducting Ginzburg-Landau
parameters κ differing by an order of magnitude, we were
able to confirm that the resulting avalanche morphology is
largely defined by geometrical aspects and not by material-
dependent parameters. However, intrinsic pinning, abundant
in polycrystalline Nb and very weak in amorphous Mo79Ge21,
also plays a role in the avalanche morphology.

II. SAMPLE DETAILS

The samples were lithographically defined films using
two different superconducting materials, namely, amorphous
Mo79Ge21 deposited by pulsed laser deposition with thickness
of 25 nm and Nb deposited by UHV dc magnetron sputtering
with thickness of 50 nm, both on top of Si/SiO2 substrates. The
characteristics of the patterned samples appear in Table I. In
addition, a scheme of the lattice symmetry and AD geometry of
the specimens is shown in each magneto-optical image in the
Results. The samples MoGe-I, MoGe-II, Nb-I, and Nb-II have
a square lattice symmetry (�), whereas the specimen MoGe-III
presents a centered rectangular 2D Bravais lattice (�). This
pattern is obtained by displacing every row by one-half of
the repetition length in its own direction and by a full length
in the orthogonal direction. The samples MoGe-I and Nb-I
have antidots with circular shape (©, diameter = 1.5 μm)
on one half of the sample and square shape (�, side = 1.5 μm)
on the other half, as shown in Fig. 1; in both samples the
antidots are displayed in a 4-μm square lattice.

Using the temperature derivative of the upper critical
field near Tc and the dirty limit expressions [25], the
zero-temperature superconducting coherence length ξ (0) and
penetration depth λ(0) shown in Table I were determined for
the Nb film. For MoGe samples, ξ (0) was determined using
the same strategy, whereas λ(0) was obtained from transport
measurements in a plain thin film, through use of Eq. (A13)
of [26]. Two important features influencing the choice of these
materials are (i) the substantial difference in pinning strength
of the virgin (unpatterned) materials, being MoGe, the material
with the weakest pinning, and (ii) the large difference in the
Ginzburg-Landau κ parameter, being the largest κ ∼ 100 for
MoGe.

TABLE I. Lattice symmetry and size, AD geometry and size,
superconducting critical temperature Tc, coherence length ξ (0),
penetration depth λ(0), and lateral dimensions l and w for the samples
investigated.

Lattice AD Tc ξ (0) λ(0) l w

Sample (μm) (μm) (K) (nm) (nm) (mm) (mm)

MoGe-I � −4.0 �© −1.5 6.7 6 ∼500 1.0 1.0
MoGe-II � −1.5 � −0.4 6.7 6 ∼500 2.6 2.0
MoGe-III � −3.0/6.0 � −2.0 6.2 5 ∼500 1.0 1.0
Nb-I � −4.0 �© −1.5 8.3 12 92 2.5 2.5
Nb-II � −4.0 � −1.5 6.8 8 132 5.0 5.0
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FIG. 1. Scanning electron microscopy image of the central por-
tion of sample Nb-I, showing the abrupt change in antidot geometry,
from circle (left) to square (right). Lattice parameter and AD sizes
are shown in the zoomed up bottom panel.

The magneto-optical technique employed for imaging the
flux penetration morphology is based on the occurrence
of the Faraday effect in an indicator film placed on top
of the superconducting specimen [27]. The indicators used
in the present work are Bi-substituted yttrium iron garnet films
(Bi:YIG) with in-plane magnetization [28]. As a consequence
of its large λ, MoGe exhibits very weak magnetic-flux contrast
and, to improve visual resolution, a zero-field background has
been subtracted from all MO images involving MoGe. For
Nb samples, for which the contrast is substantially larger,
the subtraction procedure is not needed and raw images are
shown.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Magneto-optical imaging

Figure 2(a) presents a MO image of the magnetic flux
penetrated in sample MoGe-I when an external magnetic
field H = 1.2 Oe was applied perpendicular to the sample
surface after the sample was cooled down to T = 4.5 K
(zero-field cooling process). Regions where magnetic flux is
absent appear as black, whereas maximum field corresponds
to the brightest intensity. The white rim along the perimeter
of the sample indicates the high concentration of magnetic
flux, a consequence of the large demagnetization factor in the
perpendicular geometry.

A main feature of the image is the pair of dark diagonal
lines extending across the sample. This additional shielding
originates from the change in the direction of current flow when
it adapts to the square shape of the film. These dark lines are at
all four corners forming 45-deg angles with the sample edges,
confirming that each half of the square behaves on a large scale
as an isotropic film. Interestingly, also another feature is visible
in the image, namely, dark lines extending into the film from
the upper and lower edges from their respective midpoints. The
line connecting these midpoints is the boundary between the
two AD structures, and it is clear that the current does not flow
straight across the boundary, i.e., the critical current density is
not the same in the two halves of the sample.

Superimposed on the image in Fig. 2(a) is a drawing of the
streamline pattern of the critical current flow, as suggested by
the magneto-optical result. In addition to the 90-deg turns
at the diagonals, sharp turns occur also at the boundary
between the two AD structures. The streamline reconstruction
is made by drawing sets of equidistant lines in each half of
the square and then combining the two at the boundary [29].
The distance between the streamlines is inversely proportional
to the respective critical current densities, j© and j�, and it
follows then that the angle β, seen in the figure, is related to
the critical currents by

j�/j© = −cos 2β .

FIG. 2. (Color online) MO images for sample MoGe-I, with circular (left side) and square (right side) ADs, taken at (a) T = 4.5 K and
H = 1.2 Oe, showing anisotropic flux penetration, and (b) T = 3 K and H = 1.6 Oe, revealing two different morphologies, depending on the
AD geometry. (c) MO image for sample MoGe-II (square lattice of square ADs) taken at T = 3 K and H = 1 Oe, showing avalanches with
the Christmas Tree morphology. In panel (a) a drawing of the streamline pattern of the critical current flow is superimposed to the actual MO
image.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) MO images taken for sample Nb-I, with circular (left side) and square (right side) ADs, taken at (a) T = 6 K and
H = 48 Oe, showing isotropic flux penetration, and (b) T = 6 K, for H = 14 Oe (after decreasing from H = 48 Oe), revealing different
morphologies depending on the AD geometry. (c) MO image for sample Nb-II (square lattice of square ADs) taken at T = 5 K and H = 2.1 Oe,
showing avalanches with the Christmas Tree morphology.

Measuring from the image that β = 76◦, we find that j� =
0.89j©. A larger value for j©, as compared to j�, is fully
consistent with the fact that the flux front entering from the
right (square ADs) in Fig. 2(a) penetrates somewhat deeper
than the corresponding front coming from the left (circular
ADs). As a matter of fact round holes pin vortices more
efficiently, even though such larger pinning strength cannot be
attributed to the size of the hole, which is smaller for the circles.
In reality, the difference is due to the sharp bends of currents
around the square holes, which makes it easier for a vortex to
escape the hole, leading to an effectively weaker pinning force.

At lower temperatures a dramatically different
phenomenology takes place, since flux diffusion becomes
faster, leaving not enough time for the local heat generated
by vortex motion to be removed. Under these circumstances,
magnetic-flux bursts that may achieve supersonic velocities
invade the sample, typically forming a dendritic pattern very
much like electrical discharges in a dielectric media. These
thermomagnetic-flux avalanches, as shown in Fig. 2(b), can
only develop if the slope of the flux gradient profile is steep
enough or, in other words, if the critical current density is
large. The fact that in Fig. 2(b) avalanches are triggered
only from the side with rounded holes is consistent with the
above-discussed feature that the critical current density for
the part of the sample with this type of holes is larger than for
the part with square holes.

It has been already shown that, due to the periodicity of the
lattice of ADs, magnetic flux can be channeled mainly along
the [10] and the [01] directions of the lattice [30,31]. This
is also true for thermomagnetic avalanches, where fingerlike
penetration consisting of a main trunk and small branches at
90◦ has been observed in Pb and Nb samples with square
arrays of antidots [19,20]. Figure 2(b) reveals the role of
the AD geometry on the path followed by the invading flux:
avalanches generated on the left side of the sample, showing a
90◦ branching, transform themselves into 45◦ branched tracks
as soon as they cross the border and invade the right part of the
film, which is patterned with square holes. This demonstrates
that 90◦ branching is a signature of flux avalanches propagating
in an environment with a square array of round ADs, while the

45◦ branching is the fingerprint of the underlying square array
of square ADs. For comparison, Fig. 2(c) shows the formation
of 45◦ branching all across sample MoGe-II, which is entirely
decorated with a square array of square holes. It is worth noting
that in previous reports the emphasis was systematically put
on the symmetry of the lattice, while the geometry of the holes
was virtually ignored.

The question now arises as to whether the different mor-
phology of the flux avalanches observed in sample MoGe-I for
the square and rounded holes is material dependent. In order to
explore this possibility we studied sample Nb-I, patterned with
a hybrid array of circular and square holes, identical to the one
introduced in sample MoGe-I. Since unpatterned Nb exhibits
already a very strong pinning, we expect that drilling holes
will not be as influential as in MoGe. This is indeed confirmed
by the fact that the discontinuity lines [32] nearly follow the
diagonals of the square sample, as shown in Fig. 3(a), thus
indicating that the critical current density is not determined
by the trapping of vortices in the holes. As a matter of fact,
randomly distributed intrinsic pinning centers play a much
more important role in Nb than in MoGe, to such an extent
that reproducing, with sample Nb-I, the type of experiment
depicted in Fig. 2(b) does not lead to the same clear-cut results
in terms of morphology definition. However, in sample Nb-I,
by first increasing the field up to a value large enough to
warrant that the film is full of flux, and then decreasing it
to a smaller value [see Fig. 3(b)], we observe 45◦ branching,
triggered from the right side of the film, which transforms
itself into 90◦ branching as soon as the line separating squares
from circles is crossed. As a crosscheck, Fig. 3(c) presents
avalanches occurring in sample Nb-II, entirely decorated with
a square array of square antidots. Accordingly with Fig. 2(c),
taken for sample MoGe-II, the Christmas Tree morphology is
the only one appearing across the whole film [33].

B. Modeling

Once triggered, avalanches in superconducting films ad-
vance at very high speeds, typically ranging from units to
several tens of km/s [1,34,35], usually faster at the early
stages. Such events are thus so fast that no instrumentation
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is currently available to capture a substantial set of images of
such events while they occur. A viable alternative to obtain
information about the spatial and temporal evolution of the
dendritic flux avalanches is to carry out simulations of their
dynamics. The origin of dendritic avalanches in superconduct-
ing films is a thermomagnetic instability mechanism due to
the Joule heating created by vortex motion and the consequent
reduction of the critical current density as the temperature
increases [5,36]. The instability is also a consequence of the
nonlinear material characteristics of type II superconductors,
which is conventionally approximated by a power law:

E = ρ0

d

(
J

Jc

)n−1

J, (1)

where E is the electric field, J is the sheet current, J = |J|,
ρ0 is a resistivity constant, d is the sample thickness, Jc is
the critical sheet current, and n is the creep exponent. The
temperature dependencies are taken as

Jc = Jc0(1 − T/Tc), n = n0Tc/T , (2)

where Tc is the critical temperature. The electrodynamics must
be supplemented by the heat diffusion equation:

cṪ = K∇2T − h

d
(T − T0) + 1

d
JE, (3)

where c is the specific heat, K is the thermal conductivity,
h is the coefficient for heat removal to the substrate, and T0

is the substrate temperature. The last term in Eq. (3) is the
Joule heating, which provides the actual coupling between
heat diffusion and electrodynamics.

The relevant Maxwell equations are

Ḃz = −(∇ × E)z, ∇ × B = μ0Jδ(z), ∇ · B = 0, (4)

with ∇ · J = 0. Together with the material law, Eq. (1), the
electrodynamics can be written as a nonlocal and nonlinear
diffusion equation. This equation is solved by an efficient
Fourier real-space hybrid algorithm with boundary conditions
assuring J = 0 in the antidots, as explained in [37]. The
parameters chosen for the simulations are Tc = 9.2 K, jc0 =
jc0/d = 1.2 × 1011 A/m2, ρ0 = 6 × 10−9 � m, and T0 =
0.4 Tc. The thermal parameters K , h, and c follow cubic
temperature dependencies with K(T = Tc) = 20 W/Km and
c(T = Tc) = 2 × 104J/Km3. Other values indicated below
also correspond to the parameters at T = Tc.

The simulation was conducted in two steps. First, the
magnetic field was slowly ramped up with thermal feedback
turned off, i.e., with no avalanches and at isothermal conditions
everywhere. Second, the thermal feedback was turned on and
the avalanche was nucleated by a heat pulse at the edge.
This procedure is described in [37]. All main features of
the avalanches occurring on the samples studied here can
be properly reproduced by simulations conducted using this
strategy. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the magnetic
field, Bz; the current streamlines, J ; the temperature, T ; and
the electric field, E, for a sample in the form of a strip of width
2w and thickness d � w, consisting of a superconducting
film patterned with a square lattice of square antidots. The
side of the ADs is 0.02w and the lattice parameter is 0.06w

with w = 2 mm. The total area, including vacuum all around
the stripe, needed for boundary conditions is discretized on

FIG. 4. (Color online) Flux avalanche in a square array of square
antidots, reproducing avalanches with the Christmas Tree morphol-
ogy (see text) occurring for T/Tc = 0.4 and H = 5.3 Oe with the
typical parameters of a Nb thin film. The first set of panels represents
the distribution of the magnetic-flux density Bz, the second set
shows the induced sheet current J , the third presents the map of
the reduced temperature, and the last depicts the space distribution
of the electric field. Time evolves from left to right: 21, 80, 205, and
415 ns.

a 1536 × 1024 equidistant grid. In addition, h(T = Tc) =
2 × 103 W/Km2, n = 90Tc/T − 50, and d = 100 nm. The
panels depict, for an avalanche triggered by an applied field
H = 5.3 Oe, the space distribution of the above-mentioned
physical quantities, from its early stage at instant t = 21 ns, to
an almost fully developed treelike pattern, at t = 415 ns.

The first horizontal row of panels in Fig. 4 shows maps of
the magnetic-field distribution, from which one can follow
the formation of the Christmas Tree morphology, in full
accordance with the experimental results for square lattices of
square antidots: the main trunk is perpendicular to the sample
edge, running along one of the main directions of the lattice
of ADs. Notice that the branching of the simulated avalanche
is not perfectly symmetric on both sides. This effect arises
from the fact that the nucleation point is not aligned with the
antidot array and therefore the avalanche is asymmetric from
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the very beginning. The second set of panels is a map of the
current density, evidencing that its largest values (light colors)
occur at the AD tips; current streamlines appear as if they were
delineating the trunk and branches of the flux avalanche. The
third set of snapshots depicts the local temperature, confirming
that the heat developed by vortex motion can elevate T to
values as high as Tc, further facilitating flux invasion into the
film. The last set contains maps of the local electric field: at
each stage one can anticipate which branches are likely to
develop and grow, simply by monitoring the spots where E is
more intense. Interestingly, the evolution of thermomagnetic
avalanches exhibits some fundamental differences with respect
to their behavior in a plain superconducting sample without
antidots [34]. Indeed, for a sample with antidots, the main
trunk propagation is locally not strictly straight, since the
branches propagate from the corners of the antidots. This
gives some peculiar S-like patterns in the main trunk of E

and T although they are not not visible in Bz. Notice that
the heat does not propagate through the ADs, which means
that the thermomagnetic avalanches propagate through the
ADs driven only by their magnetic component. In a sense,
the avalanches stop at each AD and are nucleated anew at the
corners, following a repetitive start-stop propagation.

It is worth noticing that, since avalanches develop so fast
that they cannot be recorded while in progress, being able to
obtain reliable information from simulations can be of great
value. Such is the case of the local values of temperature and
electric field, as described above, most especially because
measuring locally such quantities would be nearly unfeasible
in practice.

C. Lattice symmetry

A further example of how symmetry and geometry combine
to form the avalanche morphology is given in Fig. 5, where
simulated [38] (a) and measured (b) results for a sample
decorated with a centered rectangular 2D Bravais lattice of
square ADs are compared. The MO images are for sample
MoGe-III at H = 1.0 Oe and the simulations were performed
for a specimen designed to match its features. Both panels
show that flux avalanches follow the characteristic angles of the
structure, α and θ = 180◦ − 2α. Using 34 avalanches recorded
at a variety of values of the temperature and the applied
magnetic field, we have estimated the average values of these
angles: α = (62.0 ± 2.0)◦ (averaged over 20 branches) and
θ = (54.0 ± 1.3)◦ (14 branches). Both values are comparable,
within experimental error, with the nominal values of 63.4 and
53.2◦, respectively. Noticeably, avalanches occurring at the
bottom and top edges exhibit a main trunk which, however, is
absent on the side edges. This feature is a direct consequence
of the existence, in the lattice, of straight paths connecting
ADs in the direction orthogonal to the upper and lower edges,
but not to the lateral ones.

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Magnetic-flux distribution for H =
3.2 Oe, obtained from simulations for a superconducting film
decorated with a centered rectangular 2D Bravais lattice of square
ADs, designed to match sample MoGe-III. (b) MO image taken at
3 K and 1.0 Oe for sample MoGe-III. Inset: Optical image showing
the nominal angles α = 63.4◦ and θ = 53.2◦ of the lattice.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summing up, we have employed MO imaging to visualize
the occurrence of flux avalanches in superconducting films of
polycrystalline Nb and amorphous Mo79 Ge21. For specimens
with square antidots arranged in a square lattice, avalanches
have the form of Christmas Trees, for which the main trunk is
perpendicular to the sample edge and the branches develop at
an angle of 45 deg with the main axes of the antidot lattice.
The overall features of the avalanches, and in particular the
45-deg direction of the branches, were confirmed by numerical
simulations using the thermomagnetic model. The habit of
growing like a tree with inclined branches can be explained
as a consequence that concave corners are preferential spots
for flux penetration, regardless of the sample size being in
the microscopic or macroscopic regimes. By choosing to
study films of Nb and amorphous Mo79 Ge21, we were able
to conclude that, although strongly dependent on the lattice
symmetry and antidot geometry, the avalanche morphology is
not sensitive to κ .
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